
  

Tutor report 

Overall Comments 

Thanks Lucy for sending your second submission. You’ve approached the unit 
thoroughly. Your blog is clearly laid out and easy to navigate, though I will 
make some suggestions in the report about how to present your assignment 
post to make it easier to see the final images. 

When you receive this report, I suggest that you go through it carefully and 
make notes about it. Those responses can then go into your learning log. I 
won’t necessarily comment on everything in the portfolio and learning log, but 
you can apply many of the suggestions I do make across the submission. If 
you change your assignment after my feedback then please label the 
reworked assignment on your blog clearly so it can be identified at 
assessment.

I understand your aim is to go for the Photography Degree and that you plan to submit 
your work for assessment at the end of this course. From the work you have shown in 
this assignment, providing you commit yourself to the course, I believe you have the 
potential to succeed at assessment.  In order to meet all the assessment criteria, there 
are certain areas you will need to focus on, which I will outline in my feedback.     

Feedback on assignment  

Your assignment demonstrates your desire to express an issue through the 
use of your photography. You have thought carefully about the issues within this 
subject area that you want to portray and the feeling in each photograph, your 
planning is detailed and thoughtful.  
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It would be useful with your assignments to include your contact sheets as 
this would show more of your selection process and give you room in you analysis 
to discuss shot choice and how you got to your final choice of image.  

When writing about your assignment it is always useful to think about 
photographers who have influenced the development of a particular technique, 
concept, or subject matter. You have a growing selection of detailed research of a 
range of photographers on your blog, but I would like to see you research artists 
and photographers who are directly relevant to your work, or for you to discuss 
how you are bringing in influence from some of the photographers you are 
studying. 

When laying out your assignment post it would be helpful if you could have 
the images standing alone or with just the titles you have added. This will enable 
me and your audience to take them in, without your commentary initially. Your 
analysis and evaluation could come at the end of the post, or in a different post 
with your assignment reflection notes. This way having seen the images and made 
my own judgement, I can then see how well you are communicating your ideas, 
when I come to your analysis and reflection. It is important to trust that your 
images will tell the story. It will also give you chance to make your images a bit 
larger on the page. 

Think about the order of the images, how might the series work in a different 
order? It is important to consider these things as the order can really affect how we 
read the images as a group. It might also be interesting to put up the images 
without the titles and see if you can get some feedback from others about whether 
your images tell the story without the captions as your careful use of props speak 
successfully in your images about the contradictions you are seeking to explore. I 
wonder if your mother has seen the images and how she feels about them? 

I think the feeling of repetition comes through strongly, due to your use of the 
sofa shots, it gives a sense of time passing, as she moves through her daily routine, 
backwards and forwards through different rooms and routines. Think about how to 
put this to good use in the order of your images in the sequence, and justify your 
thought process and choice. 

Learning Logs or Blogs/Critical essays  

Your blog shows that you are working methodically through the course and 
are laying things out in a clear manner. You have clearly brought much of your 
learning from the exercises in your assignment, showing you can use depth of field 
to create narrative and control focal points within your images. 

You are clearly developing your technical ability and are able to control the 
camera settings to capture what you are wanting. I would be interested now for 
you to start to identify what type of photography you are interested in and really 
try to develop that through your exercises. It might be that you are interested in 
capturing the everyday, which can include a wide range of things, and you could  



start by look at artists that I have added in the suggested reading section. There is 
plenty of time for you to find your style and voice though the course as you 
progress. 

  

Suggested reading/viewing  

I would suggest that you look at photographers such the ones below and 
analyse their use of colour, lighting, and composition. 

• Martin Parr who takes interesting images of people and their surrounding 
objects with a witty or narrative edge.  

• Nick Danziger whose black and white photo documentary images create 
gritty portraits of people in their surroundings. 

• Or here is a collection of interesting images by a range of photographers, 
some of whom you might wish to research further  

http://www.thephotoargus.com/inspiration/32-beautiful-photos-of-everyday-life/ 

For the next assignment you might be interested in these websites about street 
photography and capturing a moment 
http://www.outdoorphotographer.com/how-to/shooting/the-unguarded-
moment.html#.U8vTrVboYb0 
http://www.street-photographers.com/category/projects 

Pointers for the next assignment 

Assignment 3, as we already discussed, asks for prints. It is useful at some point in 
the course to submit printed material so you can begin to consider the impact of 
the material quality of an image. Unless it is a problem I would suggest you put the 
digital assignment images on your blog and also send me prints though the post 
for the next assignment.  

• Add in contact sheets to your assignment to demonstrate your selection process.  
• Try to analyse the order of your images whether that be related to compositional 

elements or narrative elements. 
• Keep your assignment images and reflection notes and analysis separate on the 

blog, so the images can be seen without distraction. 
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